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Data Mining represents the extraction previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data. Using Data Mining Decision Trees techniques our investigation tries to illustrate how to extract meaningful socio-economical knowledge from large data sets. Our tests find 5 attributes selection measures that perform more accurate than the best performance of the 17 algorithms presented in literature.
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1. Introduction

In today’s knowledge-driven economy, Data Mining (DM) is an essential tool in the pursuit of enhanced productivity, reduced uncertainty, delighted customers, mitigated risk, maximized returns, refined processes and optimally allocated resources.[8] DM is defined as the process of discovering patterns in data. The process must be automatic or semiautomatic. The patterns discovered must be meaningful in that they lead to some advantages, usually an economic advantage. The data is always present in substantial quantities.[16] Machine learning provides the technical basis of DM. The main ideas behind DM are often completely opposite to mainstream statistics.[6]

DM ultimately provides a framework for dealing with uncertainty. As organizations and the global economy become more complex, sources of uncertainty become more plentiful. To make decisions more confident, new and sophisticated approaches are required. [8]

The tasks of DM like the explanation and the prediction of economic phenomena, to forecast the future or to discover the hidden laws that underlie the unknown dynamics, are the ultimate goals of economics.[2] DM techniques help to decide what tasks, activities and transactions are more economical and beneficial to use at the time.[11] DM has become more viable economically with the advent of cheap computing power based on UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating systems. [15]

Using Decision Trees (DT) techniques our investigation tries to illustrate how to extract meaningful socio-economical knowledge from large data sets derived from the Current Populations Survey. However, the extraction of useful knowledge from such large data sets is a very demanding task that requires the use of sophisticated techniques. The data sets need to be filtered and preprocessed to eliminate irrelevant attributes and incompleteness before building classifiers and predictors to efficiently extract information. [10]

DT are often used in credit scoring problems in order to describe and classify good or bad clients of a bank on the basis of socioeconomic indicators (e.g., age, working
conditions, family status, etc.) and financial conditions (e.g., income, savings, payment methods, etc.). Conditional interactions describing the client profile can be detected looking at the paths along the tree, when going from the top to the terminal nodes. Each internal node of the tree is assigned a partition of the predictor space and each terminal node is assigned a label class/value of the response. As a result, each tree path, characterized by a sequence of predictor interactions, can be viewed as a production rule yielding to a specific label class/value. The set of rules produced constitutes the predictive learning of the response class/value of new objects, where only measurements of the predictors are known. As an example, a new client of a bank is classified as a good client or a bad one by dropping it down the tree according to the set of splits of a tree path, until a terminal node labeled by a specific response-class is reached. [14]

Before starting the experiment, we need to specify the knowledge we want to extract, because the knowledge specificity determines what kind of mining algorithm to be chosen. In our investigation, we want to learn in which income class a person should be in real world. That is a categorized problem, therefore we decide to use DT, the one of the basic techniques for data classification, to represent the knowledge that would be mined.

Classification is a form of data analysis, and it can be used to extract models describing important data class or make future predictions. Through this mining experiment, we build a DT in order to get some classification rules and use them to predict what amount of credit line should be given to a new applicant.

We chose an attribute named “class <=50K, >50K” as class target attribute since we want to learn, based on census data, the proper classification of income (income<=$50K/yr or income>$50K/yr) for every person. These two groups can be targeted for special treatments, treatments too costly to apply to the people base as a whole. Based on income level the manager of a company could identify customers who might be attracted to different services the enterprise provides, one they are not currently enjoying, to target them for special offers that promote this service. In today’s highly competitive, customer-centered, service-oriented economy, data is the raw material that fuels business growth—if only it can be mined [16].

Our investigation can be used for a demographic and socioeconomic segmentation. Demographic and socioeconomic segmentation is based on a wide range of factors including age, sex, family size, income, education, social class and ethnic origins. So it is helpful in indicating the profile of people who buy a company’s products or services [12].

2. Performance tests

2.1. Decision Tree Induction

For the performance tests we use software developed by C. Borgelt [4]. At first, DT was induced on the 32561 test records of the Adult Database. Adult Database [5] was donated by Ron Kohavi[7] and has 48842 instances (train=32561, test=16281) and 15 attributes: age, workclass, fnlwgt, education, education-num, marital-status, occupation, relationship, race, sex, capital-gain, capital-loss, hours-per-week, native-country, class (target attribute). Missing values are confined to attributes workclass, occupation and native-country. There are 6 duplicates or conflicting instances. For the label “>50K” the probability is 23.93% and
for the label ‘<=50K’ it is 76.07%. Extraction was done by Barry Becker from the 1994 Census database. Prediction task is to determine whether a person makes over 50K a year. Adult Database was used in many others publications [9].

There has been used 29 attribute selection measures on which the splitting of a node of the DT has to be realized. They are found in the literature, some of them being used in the induction of some very well-known DT. Attribute selection measures [3, 4] used for induction, pruning and execution of DT are: information gain (infgain), balanced information gain (infgbal), information gain ratio (infgr), symmetric information gain ratio 1 (infsgr1), symmetric information gain ratio 2 (infsgr2), quadratic information gain (qigain), balanced quadratic information gain (qigbal), quadratic information gain ratio (qigr), symmetric quadratic information gain ratio 1 (qisgr1), symmetric quadratic information gain ratio 2 (qisgr2), Gini index (gini), symmetric Gini index (ginisym), modified Gini index (giminod), relief measure (relief), sum of weighted differences (wdiff), $\chi^2$ (chi2), normalized $\chi^2$ (chi2nrm), weight of evidence (wevid), relevance (relev), Bayesian-Dirichlet/K2 metric (bdm), modified Bayesian-Dirichlet/K2 metric (bdmod), reduction of description length - relative frequency (rdrel), reduction of description length - absolute frequency (rdlabs), stochastic complexity (stoco), specificity gain (spcgain), balanced specificity gain (spcgbal), specificity gain ratio (spcgr), symmetric specificity gain ratio 1 (spcsgr1), symmetric specificity gain ratio 2 (spcsgr2).

Performances regarding the size of the file which contains DT and the time needed to induce DT have been noticed. As it can be seen on the Figure 1, excepting 5 attribute selection measures (rdrel, spcgr, rdlabs, bdmod, bdm) that needed long periods of time for inducing DT, the other 24 measures had small values at this performance. Related to the file size containing DT, only one measure (spcgr) has a very large value in comparison to the other 28 measures.

DT induced at this step, has been executed on the 16281 test samples of the Adult Database. The most important performance for the classification of the different DT, the classification accuracy on the test data, data completely unknown at the training of DT, has been distinguished. This performance is expressed by classification error rate on the test
data and is represented next to the performance of the file size containing DT and the amount of time of the DT induction in the Figure 1 chart. In this chart, the performances are sorted in the ascending order of the classification error rates values on the test data. It can be noticed that the highest performance for the error rate on the test data is obtained by the infgr measure.

2.2. Decision Tree pruning with pessimistic pruning method

DT induced at the previous step was pruned by using the pessimistic pruning method. The performances that were brought in sight at this pruning were number of attributes used by DT and pruned DT file size. We can see that a number of 5 measures (chi2norm, qisgr1, qisgr2, spcgal, stoco) needs only 13 attributes in the construction of pruned DT, a number of 7 measures (chi2, gini, infgain, qigain, qigbal, spcgain, wevid) needs 13 attributes in the construction of pruned DT, and the other 17 measures use all the 15 attributes in the construction of pruned DT. DT pruned at this step with pessimistic pruning method, was executed on the 16281 test data of the Adult Database. The most important performance for the classification of the different DT, the accuracy of classification on the test data, which are completely unknown at the DT training, is represented along with the performance number of attributes used by DT and pruned DT file size, in the Figure 2 chart. In this chart, the performances are sorted in ascending order by values of the classification error rates. Correlation coefficient between pruned DT file size and classification error rates, -0.503, suggests a negative correlation. The greater the pruned DT file sizes, the smaller the error rate value.

We can notice that the best performance at the classification error rate is obtained by the same infgr measure. For pruned DT the accuracy of the classification error rate is better than for unpruned DT.
2.3. Decision Tree pruning with confidence level pruning

DT induced at first step was pruned using confidence level pruning. The performances taken into consideration at this pruning were the number of attributes used by DT and pruned DT files size. It’s noticeable that a (chi2nrm) measure needs only 9 attributes to build pruned DT, a (spcgbal) measure needs 10 attributes to build pruned DT, a number of 6 measures (infgbal, qisgr1, spcsgr1, spcsgr2, stoco, wdiff) needs 12 attributes to build pruned DT, a number of 11 measures (bdm, bdmod, chi2, gini, qigain, qigbal, qigr, qigr2, rdlabs, rdrel, wevid) needs 13 attributes to build pruned DT, a number of 4 measures (infgain, relief, spcgain, spcgr) needs 14 attributes to build pruned DT, and the other 6 measures use all the 15 attributes to build the pruned DT. It is noticeable that the number of the necessary attributes of the pruned DT for the classification has decreased unlike the pessimistic pruning.

Pruned DT at this step with confidence level pruning was executed on the 16281 test samples of the Adult Database. The accuracy of the classification on the test data is expressed in the classification error rate and is represented along with the performance of the number of attributes used by DT and pruned DT file size in the Figure 3 chart. In this chart the performances are sorted in the ascending order of the values of the classification error rates on the test data. We can notice that the best performance of the classification error rate on the test data is obtained by the same infgr measure. The accuracy of the classification is better than for the unpruned DT and for the DT pruned with pessimistic pruning method.

3. Conclusions

From documentation of Adult Database[1] we find that the following algorithms, with the classification error rates specified in square brackets: 

- FSS Naive Bayes [14.05%],
- NBTree [14.10%],
- C4.5-auto [14.46%],
- IDTM (Decision table) [14.46%],
- HOODG [14.82%],
- C4.5 rules [14.94%],
- OCI [15.04%],
- C4.5 [15.54%],
- Voted ID3 (0.6) [15.64%],
- CN2 [16.00%],
- Naive-Bayes [16.12%],
- Voted ID3 (0.8) [16.47%],
- T2 [16.84%],
- IR [19.54%],
- Nearest-neighbor (3) [20.35%],
- Nearest-neighbor (1) [21.42%],
- Pebls [Crashed],
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were run on Adult test data, all after removal of unknowns and using the original train/test split. The best performance of classification accuracy on test data is performed by FSS Naïve Bayes algorithm with value of 14.05% for classification error rate. Our tests find 5 attributes selection measures that outperform the best performance of the 17 algorithms presented above. Thus, for confidence level pruning DT our tests were showed that infgr measure obtain an error rate of 13.41%, infghal an error rate of 13.80%, infsg1 and infsg2 an error rate of 13.91%, and ginsym an error rate of 13.92%.

Our task was to use DM tools, like DT algorithms, to address what facts are and how they affect the income of a person. From the view of business values, this investigation has commercial benefits in real business world today to attract more and more potential and valuable customers, enlarge market shares in the industry, and minimize the risks for the financial companies [13].
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